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The Zune Bug
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BOOL ConvertDays(UINT32 days, ...) {
int year = 1980;
while (days > 365) {

if (IsLeapYear(year)) {
if (days > 366) {

days -= 366; year += 1;
}

} else {
days -= 365; year += 1;

}
}
…

}



The Challenge

Ensuring correctness and security 
through code reviews and testing is 
challenging

Problem is amplified by concurrency, 
weak memory, event-based systems
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Program Verification
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Program:
How does the program

compute a result?

Specification:
What are the

intended properties?



 Strong guarantees
 For all inputs

 For all thread schedules

 For all environment 
interactions

Wide range of 
properties
 Memory safety

 Crash freedom

 Race freedom

 Deadlock freedom

 Termination

 Functional correctness

 Security properties



The Vision
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Tool verifies 
programs while 
they are written

Amount of 
checking depends 

on specification



Building a Program Verifier
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Programming 
language

Verifier

Programming 
language

Verifier

Programming 
language

Verifier

 Represent language semantics

 Perform program transformations

 Apply proof search algorithms

 Generate proof obligations

 Communicate with SMT solver

 Produce error messages



Building a Program Verifier
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language
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 Perform program transformations

 Apply proof search algorithms

 Generate proof obligations

 Communicate with SMT solver

 Produce error messages



Verification condition
generation

SMT solver

Viper intermediate 
language

Symbolic
execution

Front-endFront-end Front-end Front-endPythonRust Go Prototypes

OpenCLJava Motoko Gradual V.

The Viper Verification System
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Scion Internet Architecture
Scion is a new architecture for inter-domain routing

- Path control, e.g., geofencing
- Multipath communication
- DDoS protection

Research and commercial deployments

Complex system
- 150 person years development
- Multiple extensions
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Security and Correctness
Protocol-level properties

- Path validity: Constructed paths are valid and reflect the routing decisions by 
on-path ASes.

- Path authorization: Packets travel only along previously authorized paths
- Detectability: An active attacker cannot hide their presence on the path

Code-level properties
- Safety: No run-time errors
- Correctness: Routers and servers implement protocol correctly
- Progress: Required I/O happens eventually
- Secure information flow: Code does not leak information about crypto keys
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Verified Secure Routing
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Scion Implementation
Open-source implementation

- 35kloc of Go (Router: 6.8kloc)
- Uses concurrency, async, globals

Verify safety, functional correctness, 
progress, secure information flow

Assume correctness of external libraries, 
Go compiler, OS, hardware
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Scion libraries

Beacon
server

Path
server

Go standard libraries

External 
libraries

Router



Status of Verification
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 Verified data plane protocols
- Correctness and security of 

packet forwarding
- In the presence of a strong attacker 

 Verified ~3500 LoC from the SCION 
codebase

- Memory safety
- Functional correctness
- Termination

 Formal models provide improved 
understanding of protocols and 
properties

 Identified and fixed errors on the 
protocol and code level

 Despite extensive reviews, testing, 
and fuzzing

 Verification is currently being 
introduced into the continuous 
integration
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Program verification proves 
properties for all possible executions

SCION is a verified, secure 
next-generation Internet

Intermediate languages enable 
the reuse of infrastructure 

Viper has been used to develop 
several powerful verifiers

VerCors



Research Challenges
Tools
 Automation

 Annotation overhead

 Error reporting
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Theory
 Program logics

 Semantics of IVLs

 Certification of verifiers

Techniques
 Advanced properties

 Advanced language features

 Concurrent and distributed systems

Applications
 Scalability to large systems

 Proof engineering

 Integration with other approaches


